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Campus Cops Corner
-Public Safety Tips for the
PPCC CommunityPublic Safety Newsletter
I am very excited to announce the addition of a series of “safety videos” to the Pikes
Peak Community College Public Safety website located at (www.ppcc.edu/about-ppcc/
public-safety/videos). They are professionally produced by The Center for Personal
Protection & Safety (CPPS) and cover such current and relevant subjects as “Shots
Fired, Flashpoint (campus & workplace), Silent Storm (domestic violence), and Safe Passage (travel safety)” from both a student and / or staff - faculty member’s perspective.
They’re each about 25 minutes long and offer excellent advice on how to stay safe.
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The videos are “licensed” to us, so you must “log in” as a student or PPCC employee to
view them. If you’re not an immediate member of the PPCC family,
but wish to sample them, you may visit CPPS at www.cppssite.com.
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The Center for Personal Protection & Safety Videos

Flashpoint (Campus / Workplace Violence): It’s a fact that most instances of campus or workplace violence were preceded by
some type of behavior on the part of the offender which could have given notice that trouble was brewing. These two videos
(one geared toward campuses and the other geared toward the workplace) show and describe some of the telltale behaviors
and how you should react to them.
Silent Storm (Domestic Violence): This video addresses the prevalence of domestic violence and how it permeates the workplace. It addresses the common myths and misperceptions, and exposes the loss of productivity we face not only from the
intended victim of the domestic violence, but of all those around the victim.
Shots Fired (Campus / Workplace Violence): Adeptly subtitled, “When Lightning Strikes,” these two videos give simple, no
nonsense directions on how to report, what immediate actions to take, and what to do and what not to do when law enforcement arrives during an active shooter situation.
Safe Passage (Travel Safety): I think all of us suffer a little anxiety when flying these days. Despite reassurances from the
airline industry, clipping along at 600 mph at 25,000 feet leaves us a little unsettled. These concerns, of course, are aggravated by post 9/11 fears. The statistics, however, tell us that most flights take place without incident. This video offers tips not
only for in the airport and airplane, but also for hotel and taxi selection, shopping, what to do if you’re followed, etc.
The videos are highly recommended, and I hope you enjoy them!

